Clutter Filter Wave Imaging.
The elastic properties of human tissue can be evaluated through the study of mechanical wave propagation captured using high frame rate ultrasound imaging. Methods such as block-matching or phase-based motion estimation have been used to estimate the displacement induced by the mechanical waves. In this paper, a new method for detecting mechanical wave propagation without motion estimation is presented, where the motion of interest is accentuated by an appropriate clutter filter. Thus, the mechanical wave propagation will directly appear as bands of the attenuated signal moving in the B-mode sequence and corresponding anatomical M-mode images. While only the locality of tissue velocity induced by the mechanical wave is detected, it is shown that the method is more sensitive to subtle tissue displacements when compared to motion estimation techniques. The technique was evaluated for the propagation of the pulse wave in a carotid artery, mechanical waves on the left ventricle, and shear waves induced by radiation force on a tissue-mimicking phantom. The results were compared to tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) and demonstrated that clutter filter wave imaging (CFWI) was able to detect the mechanical wave propagating in tissue with a relative temporal and spatial resolution 30% higher and a relative consistency 40% higher than TDI. The results showed that CFWI was able to detect mechanical waves with a relative frequency content 40% higher than TDI in a shear wave imaging experiment.